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NEWS
2 News Map News highlights from around the global learher indusrry,

5 Products & Services An extensive list of new products and services from a
variery of suppliers.

6 Leatherscene People from across the industry, and famous lovers of Ieather, who
are in the news, including Penélope Cruz and Karl Lagerfeld.

9 Backtrack News headlines from www.leatherbiz.com

SPECIAL REPORTS
12 Perplexed by Puma In a bid to be seen as increasingly eco-Iriendly, the

athleric íoorwear brand may have overlooked some of the properties thar make
Ieather unique.

15 Skills council plots path ahead A meeting in Brussels on December 12
celebrated ayear of progress in promoting and preserving skills and know-how in
Europe's leather industry and looked forward to further success in future.

TECHNOLOGY
18 A modern semi-rapid vegetable tanning with high exhaustion

A new approach eliminates the need for common salt at the pickle stage.

21 Colourfastness and ageing of leather to artificial light at high
temperatures The testing of hear-lighr resistance in aurornorive leather has
been examined in detail as part of an interlaborarory round robin.

25 Assessing Tanning Tech after the recession The mood at October's
tanning machinery fair seemed more positive than in recent sessions as
companies adjust to rhe status quo. We take a look at what was on offer.

REGIONAL COMMENTARY: Africa
30 A round-up of industry news and views from across the continent.

TANNERY OF THE YEAR: Africa
36 Six nominated tanneries from all over Africa for this, the third Tannery of the

Year programme.

38 Tannery of the Year: Seton AutoLeather A detailed report on Seton's
aurornotive learher-focused operation in Nigel, South Africa, a finalist in the
third Tannery of the Year cornperition.

BEAST TO BEAUTY
48 Something special Porsche's saddlery in Zuffenhausen, near the company's

headquarters in Stuttgart, employs skilled craftspeople to adorn rhe most bespoke
models with custom leather finishes.
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